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Abstract. Let
(Sα,κ,rn (z))∞n=1 be a parametrised sequence of the largest possible integer
intervals, such that z ∈ Sα,κ,rn (z) ⊂Mα,κ,rn =
⋃n
i=1[ri]pi or Sα,κ,rn (z) = ∅, where z ∈ Z+,
pi = pα+di/κe−1. We prove that the sequence
(
#Sα,κ,rn (z)
)∞
n=1
oscillates infinitely many
times around βn = o
(
n2
)
for any set of fixed α ∈ Z ∩ [2,∞), κ ∈ Z ∩ [1, pα), and
ri ∈ Z. Let
(X T,k,ρ,ηn )∞n=1 be a parametrised sequence of sets of all the integers x ∈ [ρ]η,
(ρ, η) ∈ Z2, such that an occurrence of a given admissible k-tuple T = (a1, a2, . . . , ak)
at the position x is sieved out by a set Mn+α−1, where Mg = ⋃gi=1[0]pi , in other
words X T,k,ρ,ηn = {x ∈ [ρ]η : {x+a1, x+a2, . . . , x+ak} ∩Mn+α−1 6= ∅}. We prove that
for any admissible k-tuple T and for some fixed α, κ, ρ, η, z, and r, there exists a linear
bijection betweenMα,κ,rn and X T,k,ρ,ηn for each n ∈ Z+. It implies that the length of any
expanding integer interval on which all occurrences of the k-tuple T are sieved out by
Mn+α−1 oscillates infinitely many times around β˜n = o
(
n2
)
. According to the concept
of the sieve of Eratosthenes, En = [2, p2n+α) ∩ (Z \Mn+α−1) ⊂ P. Therefore, having
p2n+α = ω
(
n2
)
, we obtain that En includes a subset matched to T for infinitely many
values of n and, consequently, T matches infinitely many positions in the sequence of
prime numbers.
1. Introduction
There exists a well-known simple necessary condition for a k-tuple of integers to match
infinitely many positions in the sequence of prime numbers, called admissibility. On the
other hand, it turns out to be very difficult to formulate and check a sufficient condition,
both in a general form and in a form related to specific tuples. While it has been strongly
believed that every admissible k-tuple matches infinitely many positions in the sequence
of primes, this statement has had only a conjectural flavour for a long time. In particular,
the widely-known first Hardy-Littlewood conjecture [3] predicts asymptotically growing
function representing the number of prime constellations, i.e., the k-tuples of minimum
diameters, and, as a consequence, states that this number is unbounded. The Hardy-
Littlewood conjecture has been supported only by experimental results since 2013, when
Zhang proved that H1 < 7× 107 [7], where
Hm = lim inf
n→∞ (pn+m − pn) , m = 1, 2, . . .
Shortly later, Maynard [4] and participants of Polymath project [6] improved Zhang’s
result, obtaining H1 ≤ 246. Maynard proved, as well, that Hm is finite for every m [4],
which is a strong qualitative generalization of the result related to H1 and, in fact, it is the
first proved statement confirming infinitude of general classes of k-tuples in the sequence
of primes. The weakness of these breakthrough results is, however, that they involve some
collections of k-tuples and no unambiguous statement has been formulated for a single
k-tuple so far.
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2 ANDRZEJ BOZ˙EK
In this work, we propose an approach to prove that the admissibility is a sufficient
condition for every k-tuple to be repeated infinitely many times in the sequence of primes.
The approach is based on a concept of expanding total sieve, which is a generalized model
of the sieving process of k-tuple matching positions. In particular, with the use of the
expanding total sieve, we show that the sieving process is not efficient enough to cancel
all repetitions of a given k-tuple inside the asymptotically growing sieve of Eratosthenes.
Standard notation is used in the work, wherein, for concise:
(an)
def
= (an)
∞
n=1 , Ja, bK def= [a, b] ∩ Z.
The precise definitions and properties related to the concept of an expanding total sieve
are given in the next section, here, we provide a brief explanation. Consider an infinite
sequence of pairwise distinct residue classes [rn]pn , n ∈ Z+, where pn ∈ P and the sequence
(pn) is non-decreasing. LetMp,rn =
n⋃
i=1
[ri]pi , and let Pp,rn : Z 7→ {0, 1} be the characteristic
function of the set Z\Mp,rn . The function Pp,rn defines a pattern on the ordered set Z, such
that Pp,rn (z) = 0 if z is sieved out by a residue, i.e. z ∈Mp,rn , and Pp,rn (z) = 1 otherwise. As
an example, suppose that pn = (3, 3, 5, 5, 7, 7, 11, 11, . . .) and rn = (1, 2, 4, 0, 5, 6, 7, 10, . . .).
The resulting patterns Pp,rn , for n ∈ J1, 8K, in the domain restricted to J1, 38K, are presented
in Fig. 1. Let Sp,rn (z), where z ∈ Z, be the largest integer interval (in the sense of inclusion),
such that z ∈ Sp,rn (z) ⊂Mp,rn and, in particular, Sp,rn (z) = ∅ if z 6∈ Mp,rn . Hence, an interval
Sp,rn (z) contains integers which are locally ”totally” sieved out by residues in Mp,rn and so
it will be referred to as a total sieve around z. For example, according to Fig. 1,we
have: Sp,r3 (23) = J22, 26K, Sp,r5 (9) = Sp,r5 (12) = Sp,r5 (17) = J7, 17K, Sp,r7 (21) = ∅. In this
work, we will not exploit the concept of a total sieve itself, but rather the construct of a
sequence of total sieves
(Sp,rn (z)) around a fixed integer z. This construct will be called an
expanding total sieve, because it is easy to notice that Sp,rn (z) ⊆ Sp,rn+1(z), as a consequence
of inclusion Mp,rn ⊆ Mp,rn+1. In Fig. 1, the example of
(Sp,rn (7)) is depicted and its 8-th
element Sp,r8 (7) = J4, 35K is denoted. To be completely precise, we will use an (α, κ)–regular
variants of the sieving pattern and related expanding total sieve, denoted by Pα,κ,rn and(Sα,κ,rn (z)), respectively, in which pn = pα+dn/κe−1, where α, κ ∈ Z+, κ < pα.
Employing the concept of the (α, κ)–regular expanding total sieve, the reasoning flow
used in the work can be sketched in the following points:
(1) We prove that each sequence
(
#Sα,κ,rn (z)
)
oscillates infinitely many times around
βn = o(n
2) [Lemma 2.6, Proposition 2.1]. The asymptotic upper bound on the
expansion rate of
(
#Sα,κ,rn (z)
)
is the crucial result of the work, which quite easily
translates into Main Theorem.
(2) Let Pn be defined as a variant of Pp,rn , such that pn = pn and rn = 0 for each
n ∈ Z+. Let T = (a1, a2, . . . , ak), where a1 < a2 < . . . < ak, be an admissible
k-tuple. It is an obvious consequence of admissibility, that T matches Pn for some
n ∈ Z+ at some position x ∈ Z+, moreover, the matching repeats in an arithmetic
progression constituting the residue class [x]pn#, because Pn is periodic, with the
fundamental period pn# [Lemma 2.1, Remark 2.3]. In the subsequent patterns Pf ,
f = n+ 1, n+ 2, . . ., the set [x]pn# of matchings of T is systematically reduced,
because (pa, pb) = 1 for a 6= b. Let us describe the sieving of the k-tuple T
matching set [x]pn# using a notation
†PT,k,d,mg (z), where m = min {[x]pn# ∩ Z+},
d = n+ 1, g ∈ Z+, z ∈ Z, stating that †PT,k,d,mg (z) = 1 if T matches the position
m+ (z − 1)pn# in Pn+g, and †PT,k,d,mg (z) = 0 otherwise.
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Figure 1. An example of an expanding total sieve around z = 7
(3) One can prove that †PT,k,d,mg , such that ak − a1 < pd, is an (α, κ)–regular sieving
pattern. In other words, for each well defined †PT,k,d,mg there exists Pα,κ,rn , such that
†PT,k,d,mg = Pα,κ,rn , where, in particular, α = d, κ = k, and n = kg [Lemma 3.2].
(4) The pattern Pn restricted to the interval En =
q
2, p2n+1−1
y
represents the sieve
of Eratosthenes constructed up to the prime pn, in the sense that, if z ∈ En and
Pn(z) = 1, then z ∈ P [Lemma 2.3]. Hence, if an admissible k-tuple T matches
primes only finitely many times, each residue class [m]pd−1# of the matching points
of T in Pn is completely sieved out inside
q
z∗, p2n+1−1
y
for some fixed z∗ ∈ Z+,
and for each n ∈ Z+. Therefore, according to the point (2), if n = d+ g − 1, then
†PT,k,d,mg (z) = 0 for each z ∈ Zg such that Zg ⊆ Zg+1 and #Zg  p2g = ω
(
g2
)
.
(5) Combining the results from the points (3) and (4), we obtain that, if an admissible
k-tuple T matches primes finitely many times, then there exists Pd,k,rkg = †PT,k,d,mg
and, consequently, there exists an expanding total sieve Sd,k,rkg (z˜) around some
z˜ ∈ Z, such that Zg ⊆ Sd,k,rkg (z˜). Therefore, according to the point (4), we get
#Sd,k,rkg (z˜) = ω
(
g2
)
. However, from the point (1), we have that
(
#Sd,k,rkg (z˜)
)
os-
cillates infinitely many times around βg = o(g
2), hence, we obtain a contradiction.
In the work, we use loose estimates of the asymptotic grow rates pn = ω(n) [Lemma 2.4]
and
∏n−1
i=0
pα+i
pα+i−κ = o(n) [Lemma 2.5], introduced ad hoc by simple proofs. Therefore, the
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result presented here does not rely directly on the prime number theorem [1, 2] and the
generalized form of the third Mertens theorem [5] which provide well-known much more
exact estimates for the mentioned sequences.
1.1. Guiding illustrative example. To make the proposed approach easier to follow, we
provide an illustrative example based on the arbitrarily chosen admissible triplet (0, 2, 6).
Hence, we consider the k-tuple such that k = 3 and T = (a1, a2, a3) = (0, 2, 6).
The approach can be split into three conceptual phases. In the first phase, we construct
an initial setting, sieving Z by residue classes [0]pi for i ∈ J1, d−1K, and choosing an
arithmetic progression of matching positions of T in the sieved set. In the second phase, we
consider an infinite process of sieving by all the subsequent residue classes [0]pd , [0]pd+1 , . . .
in the context of cancellation of the k-tuples from the arithmetic progression constructed
in the previous phase. The value of d has to be large enough for the method to work
correctly, we choose d = 4. In the third phase, we employ the concept of the basic sieve
of Eratosthenes, along with the original idea of the expanding total sieve, to show that
the modelled sieving process is not efficient enough to eliminate all but finite number of
matchings of T in the sequence of primes.
The first phase is illustrated in Fig. 2. At the top of the figure, the result of sieving
Z by residue classes [0]p1 , [0]p2 , [0]p3 is presented, and it is described by the function P3,
where Pn is defined as the characteristic function of the set Z\
⋃n
i=1[0]pi . In general, every
function P : Z → {0, 1} is called a pattern in this work, and we will say that a k-tuple
T = (a1, a2, . . . , ak) matches a patter P at a position m, or that there exists a matched
instance Tm, if and only if P(m+ a1) = P(m+ a2) = . . . = P(m+ ak) = 1. According to
Fig. 2, in the considered example, we have matched instances T11, T17, T41, and T47 insideJ0, 61K. It is well known that the pattern Pn repeats modulo pn#, hence, the matching
positions form two residue classes: [11]30 and [17]30. In the proposed method, we need to
choose one of these classes. Let us select [17]30. Additionally, we define a linear bijection
µ : Z→ [17]30, such that µ(z) = 17 + 30(z − 1), which is also presented in Fig. 2.
In the second phase, we analyse the sieving of T instances matched at the previously
selected positions in [17]30 by residues from successively added classes [0]pi , i = 4, 5, . . .
We classify a matching position m as sieved out if there exists a residue ρ ∈ Z such that
ρ = m + a for some a ∈ {a1, a2, a3} = {0, 2, 6}, so that T is no more matched at the
position m, after sieving by a residue class containing ρ. W can see, directly from Fig. 3,
that 49 ∈ [0]7 sieves out the element a2 of T47 and, consequently, it sieves out the matched
instance T47 itself. Moreover (7, 5#) = 1, hence, [0]7 sieves out the element a2 in every 7-th
repetition of the matched instance Tm for m ∈ [17]30, thus, it sieves out all the instances
Tm such that m ∈ [47]30×7. Notice that [47]30×7 is mapped onto [2]7 by µ−1. Analogously,
[0]7 sieves out the instances matched at positions in [77]30×7 (being congruent to a1) and
[197]30×7 (being congruent to a3). The residue classes [77]30×7 and [197]30×7 are mapped
onto [3]7 and [0]7 by µ
−1, respectively. The same rule can be applied to all the subsequent
residue classes [0]11, [0]13, . . ., the case of [0]11 is included in Fig. 3. As the result of the
second phase we observe, that the set of instances of T = (0, 2, 6) matched at positions in
[17]30, after sieving by
⋃3+n
i=4 [0]pi , and after mapping by µ
−1, is equivalent to
I4,3,r3n = Z \
(
[3]7 ∪ [2]7 ∪ [0]7 ∪ [3]11 ∪ [0]11 ∪ [5]11
∪ [r7]13 ∪ [r8]13 ∪ [r9]13 ∪ · · · ∪ [r3n−2]p3+n ∪ [r3n−1]p3+n ∪ [r3n]p3+n
)
for some sequence (ri)
3n
i=1. Let P4,3,r3n be the characteristic function of I4,3,r3n .
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Figure 2. An example based on the triplet (0, 2, 6), the initial setting
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Figure 3. An example based on the triplet (0, 2, 6), the sieving procedure
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In the third part, we start from the simple observation, that the pattern P5 (see Fig. 3),
in the domain restricted to J2, 168K, represents the basic sieve of Eratosthenes, in the sense
that, if z ∈ J2, 168K and P5(z) = 1, then z ∈ P. The triplets (m,m+ 2,m+ 6), m ∈ [17]30,
are entirely included in J2, 168K for m ∈M2 = {17, 47, 77, 107, 137}. The set M2 is mapped
onto Z2 = J1, 5K by µ−1 (Fig. 3). Therefore, the triplet (µ(z), µ(z) + 2, µ(z) + 6), z ∈ Z2,
matches primes if and only if P4,3,r6 (z) = 1. This observation can be extended to any
n ∈ Z+, and the related Pd−1+n, Pd,k,rkn , Mn, Zn, while the case for d = 4, k = 3, n = 2 is
presented in Fig. 3. In general, the pattern Pd−1+n includes the representation of the sieve
of Eratosthenes in the subset of its domain En = J2, p2d+n−1K. In the asymptotic behaviour
under n → ∞, we have #En  #Mn  #Zn, because the distance between consecutive
ordered elements of Mn is equal and it does not depend on n, and the function µ is
linear. Therefore, from the obvious property #En ∼ p2n = ω(n2), we obtain #Zn = ω(n2).
Suppose that T = (0, 2, 6) matches primes only finitely many times. Hence, there exists
the largest m∗ ∈ [17]30, such that {m∗,m∗+2,m∗+6} ⊂ P. Consequently, P4,3,r3n (z) = 0 for
each z ∈ Z∗n =
(
µ−1(m∗),∞) ∩ Zn. We get immediately that #Z∗n = ω(n2). We obtain,
as well, that Z∗n ⊆ Sα,κ,rn (z) for each n ∈ Z+, where the sequence
(Sα,κ,rn (z)) conforms the
definition of an (α, κ)–regular expanding total sieve under α = d = 4, κ = k = 3, r = r, and
some properly fixed z. However, we prove in Lemma 2.6 that the sequence
(
#Sα,κ,rn (z)
)
does not grow systematically faster than o(n2), hence, we obtain a contradiction.
2. Expanding total sieve
Definition 2.1. A sequence Mp,r : Z+ 7→ 2Z such that Mp,rn =
n⋃
i=1
[ri]pi will be referred
to as an ordered sieving model, induced by a prime sieving sequence p : Z+ 7→ P and a
residue sieving sequence r : Z+ 7→ Z+ ∪ {0}, providing that
(2.1)
(∀n ∈ Z+) pn ≤ pn+1,
(2.2)
(∀n ∈ Z+) rn < pn,
(2.3) (∀p ∈ P) #{n ∈ Z+ : pn = p} < p,
(2.4)
(
∀(n,m) ∈ (Z+)2) pn = pm =⇒ rn 6= rm.
Remark 2.1. The model introduced in Definition 2.1 is ordered in the sense determined
by (2.1). By the constraints (2.2)–(2.4), we exclude in advance the trivial cases, such that
Mp,rn = Z for all n ≥ N ∈ Z+, or Mp,rn =Mp,rn+1 for some n ∈ Z+.
Definition 2.2. A characteristic function of Z \Mp,rn under a fixed value of n, i.e., the
function Pp,rn : Z 7→ {0, 1}, such that
Pp,rn (z) =
{
0 if z ∈Mp,rn ,
1 otherwise,
will be referred to as a sieving pattern induced by Mp,rn .
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Definition 2.3. A function Sp,rn : Z 7→ 2Z, such that
Sp,rn (z) =
{
x ∈ Ja+1, b−1K : (a, b) ∈ Z2, a ≤ z ≤ b, sgn(z−a) = sgn(b−z),
Pp,rn (a) = Pp,rn (b) = 1,
b∑
i=a
Pp,rn (i) ≤ 2
}
,
will be called a total sieving function, and the set Sp,rn (z) will be referred to as a total sieve
around z in the sieving pattern Pp,rn .
Definition 2.4. A sequence of sets
(Sp,rn (z)) under fixed value of z will be referred to as
an expanding total sieve around z.
Lemma 2.1. A sieving pattern Pp,rn is a periodic function and it has the fundamental
period
(2.5) T pn =
∏
k∈Z+ : (∃ z∈J1,nK) pz=pk
pk.
Proof. Notice that, for η = p1 = p2 = . . . = pn < pn+1, we have T pn = η, because residues
in all the involved classes repeat modulo η. Observe that the obtained value conforms the
formula (2.5). Suppose that a function Pp,rn has the fundamental period given by (2.5).
Assume that pn < ρ = pn+1 = pn+2 = . . . = pn+g < pn+g+1. According to Definition 2.1,
we have
(
ρ, T pn
)
= 1, hence, the same value of residues modulo ρ repeats exactly every ρ-th
multiply of T pn , thus, T pn+g = ρT pn , which is consistent with (2.5). We obtain, therefore, by
induction, that the formula (2.5) is correct. 
Lemma 2.2. A sieving pattern Pp,rn has the average value
(2.6) Dpn =
∞∏
z=1
pz −#{i ∈ Z+ : i ≤ n, pi = pz}
pz
.
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, a sieving pattern Pp,rn is a periodic function, hence, it has a well-
defined average value
Dpn =
1
T pn
T pn∑
i=1
Pp,rn (i).
We will prove that Dpn is given by (2.6), using an inductive approach, similarly as for
Lemma 2.1.
Notice that, for η = p1 = p2 = . . . = pn < pn+1, we have Dpn = (η−n)/η, which conforms
the formula (2.6). Indeed, T pn = η, by Lemma 2.1, and
∑η
k=1 Pp,rn (k) = η − n, because
Pp,rn (k) = 0 if and only if k ∈
⋃n
i=1[ri]pi , according to Definitions 2.1 and 2.2. Suppose that
the average value of the function Pp,rn is given by (2.6). Assume that pn < ρ = pn+1 =
pn+2 = . . . = pn+g < pn+g+1. According to (2.5), we have
(
ρ, T pn
)
= 1, hence, for each
set Kx = [x]T pn , x ∈ Z, such that M
p,r
n ∩Kx = ∅, there exist subsets Kx ⊃ Kzx = [rz]ρT pn ,
where z ∈ Z = Jn+1, n+gK, such that Kzx ⊂Mp,rn+g, according to Definitions 2.1 and 2.2.
Notice that #
(
Kx ∩ T
)
/#
(
Kzx ∩ T
)
= ρ, for any z ∈ Z, T = qm+1,m+ρT pn y, m ∈ Z,
where ρT pn is the fundamental period of Pp,rn+g, according to Lemma 2.1. Consequently, we
obtain Dp,rn+g = ρ−gρ Dp,rn , which conforms (2.6). Therefore, by induction, the formula (2.6)
is correct. 
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Definition 2.5. A prime sieving sequence of the form pn = pα+dn/κe−1, where α, κ ∈ Z+,
will be referred to as an (α, κ)–regular prime sieving sequence.
Remark 2.2. An ordered sieving model, sieving pattern, total sieving function, and ex-
panding total sieve induced by an (α, κ)–regular prime sieving sequence will be called
(α, κ)–regular and will be denoted byMα,κ,r, Pα,κ,rn , Sα,κ,rn , and
(Sα,κ,rn (z)), respectively.
Remark 2.3. It is easy to notice that, for an (α, κ)–regular sieving pattern, the formu-
las (2.5) and (2.6) take the following more concise forms
(2.7) T α,κn =
dn/κe−1∏
i=0
pα+i =
pα+dn/κe−1#
pα−1#
,
(2.8) Dα,κn =
(
1− n− κ bn/κc
pα+bn/κc
) bn/κc−1∏
i=0
(
1− κ
pα+i
)
,
respectively, in particular, if κ | n, then
(2.9) Dα,κn =
n/κ−1∏
i=0
(
1− κ
pα+i
)
.
Definition 2.6. An (α, κ)–regular sieving pattern such that pn = pn and rn = 0 for each
n ∈ Z+ will be called an Eratosthenes sieving pattern and will be denoted by Pn.
Lemma 2.3. Let n ∈ Z+. If z ∈ q2, p2n+1−1y and Pn(z) = 1, then z ∈ P.
Proof. The lemma follows from the obvious observation that the function Pn, according
to its Definition 2.6, is equivalent to the sieve of Eratosthenes constructed up to the prime
pn, where a position z is sieved or unsieved if Pn(z) = 0 or Pn(z) = 1, respectively. More
explicitly, according to Definition 2.6, if Pn(z) = 1, then (pi, z) = 1 for each i ∈ J1, nK,
but z < p2n+1, therefore z is a prime number. 
Lemma 2.4. For the sequence of prime numbers (pn), we have pn = ω(n).
Proof. Let pn = cnn. Suppose that the lemma is false, i.e., there exists M ∈ R such that
(2.10)
(∀n ∈ Z+) cn ≤M.
According to (2.9),
(2.11) Ln =
(D1,1n )−1 = n∏
i=1
pn
pn − 1 =
n∏
i=1
cnn
cnn− 1
represents the average distance between adjacent non-residual positions in Pn and, conse-
quently, the lower bound on the asymptotic average value of a prime gap
gn = lim
k→∞
1
k
k∑
i=1
gn+i
where gn = pn+1 − pn. Combining (2.10) and (2.11), we obtain
gn ≥
n∏
i=1
cnn
cnn− 1 ≥ L
∗
n =
n∏
i=1
Mn
Mn− 1 .
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Notice that
∞∫
1
ln
Mx
Mx− 1dx = limt→∞
[
x ln
Mx
Mx− 1 +
1
M
ln (Mx− 1)
]t
1
=∞,
therefore, limn→∞ lnL∗n = ∞ and (gn) is unbounded. However, the condition (2.10)
implies that gn ≤M , thus we obtain a contradiction. 
Lemma 2.5. Let Lα,κn = (Dα,κn )−1. We have Lα,κn = o(n).
Proof. According to Lemma 2.2 and Remark 2.3, we obtain
Lα,κκn =
n−1∏
i=0
pα+i
pα+i − κ =
n−1∏
i=0
ai.
Consider a sequence (bi), such that bi = (i+ 2)/(i+ 1). It is obvious that
∏n−1
i=0 bi = n+ 1.
Notice that ai < bi for any sufficiently large i ∈ Z+, as pn = ω(n), according to Lemma 2.4.
Therefore, Lα,κκn = o
(∏n−1
i=0 bi
)
= o(n). From the formula (2.8) we have immediately that
Lα,κn+1 > Lα,κn for each n ∈ Z+ and, consequently, Lα,κn = o(n). 
Lemma 2.6. A sequence
(
#Sα,κ,rn (z)
)
oscillates infinitely many times around βn, where
(2.12) βn ≤ γn =
2n pα+bn/κc
pα+bn/κc − n+ κ bn/κc
bn/κc−1∏
i=0
pα+i
pα+i − κ,
for any residue sieving sequence r and any z ∈ Z.
Proof. For concise, the variable n will be called a step of expansion, and z ∈ Z such
that Pα,κ,rn (z) = 0 or Pα,κ,rn (z) = 1 will be referred to as a sieved or unsieved position,
respectively.
Suppose that r∗ is a variant of the residue sieving sequence r which maximises asymptotic
grow rate of
(
#Sα,κ,rn (z)
)
for fixed values of α, κ, and z. In Fig. 4, an approximate density
distribution of sieved positions inside and around the total sieve
(
Sα,κ,r∗n (z)
)
in the n-th
step of expansion is represented by f˜n : R 7→ [0, 1], obtained by interpolation from Z to
R and smoothing of fn(z) = 1 − Pα,κ,r
∗
n (z). The density of sieved positions averages to
Cα,κn = 1−Dα,κn on finite intervals, according to Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, therefore, the sieve
Sα,κ,r∗n (z) =
q
sLn, s
R
n
y
is surrounded by intervals
q
bLn, s
L
n−1
y
and
q
sRn +1, b
R
n
y
on which
the average density of sieved positions is less than Cα,κn , so that the density averages to(
1± o(1))Cα,κn on qbLn, bRny. The distribution of sieved positions in Pα,κ,r∗n can be modelled
more precisely as an additive superposition of contributions from all the steps 1, 2, . . . , n.
In the i-th step, the sieved positions included in the set Si =Mα,κ,r
∗
i \Mα,κ,r
∗
i−1 are added.
We will approximate the characteristic function of Si ⊂ Z by a continuous density function
d˜i : R 7→ [0, 1], such that the superposition can be expressed in the form
(2.13) f˜n(ζ) =
n∑
i=1
d˜i(ζ).
The superposition is conceptually presented in Fig. 4. Any function d˜i is periodic, because
the characteristic functions of Mα,κ,r∗i and, consequently, of Si are periodic. Hence, d˜i
oscillates infinitely many times around its mean value and it averages to this mean value on
finite intervals of R, not longer than T α,κi , i.e., the fundamental period of d˜i. Observe that,
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to maximise #Sα,κ,r∗n (z) for a given n, the values of (r∗i)ni=1 should induce functions d˜i,
such that the maxima of their oscillations are cumulated inside the sieve and, consequently,
the minima are located just outside the sieve (at least in the average sense), as illustrated
in Fig. 4. Moreover, if i1 < i2, then d˜i1 has greater local impact on f˜n than d˜i2 , because
Si1 has greater density in Z than Si2 . Hence, we obtain that under n→∞, the closer to
the sieve, the less superposed value of f˜n, with accuracy to minor fluctuations. It confirms
the shape of the function f˜n presented in Fig. 4.
Therefore, in the asymptotic behaviour, on some intervals adjacent to Sα,κ,r∗n (z) from
the outside, the average density of sieved positions is stabilised at the value below Cα,κn or,
equivalently, the average distance L˜α,κn (z) between adjacent unsieved positions is stabilised
at the value below Lα,κn = 1/ (1− Cα,κn ). Let
zLn = arg min
i∈Sn, i<z
|z − i|, zRn = arg min
i∈Sn, i>z
|z − i|, S˘n = Sn \
{
zLn , z
R
n
}
and
ILn =
z ∈ qi, zLn − 1y : i ∈ Z,
zLn∑
u=i
Pα,κ,r∗n (u) = 0, Pα,κ,r
∗
n (i− 1) = 1
 ,
IRn =
z ∈ qzRn + 1, iy : i ∈ Z,
i∑
u=zRn
Pα,κ,r∗n (u) = 0, Pα,κ,r
∗
n (i+ 1) = 1
 .
The sieved positions zLn and z
R
n , closest to Sα,κ,r
∗
n (z) on the left and right hand side in the
n-th step (see the examples for n, n+ 1, n+ 2 in Fig. 4), append the new intervals ILn and
IRn to the sieve, both having the average length L˜α,κn (z), hence, the sieve expands with
the average speed equal to 2L˜α,κn (z) per step. This process does not have to be perfectly
regular, in the sense that zLn+1 = min
(
Sα,κ,r∗n (z)
)
− 1 and zRn+1 = max
(
Sα,κ,r∗n (z)
)
+ 1
for each n ∈ Z+, because partial rearrangements of the sequences (zLn) and (zRn ) are
irrelevant to the effective sieve expansion. The remaining sieved positions inserted to
Pα,κ,r∗n in the n-th step, i.e., those included in S˘n, increase the average density of sieved
positions in Pα,κ,r∗n and, as a result, increase the average speed of further expansion of
the sieve. However, these sieved positions cannot increase L˜α,κn (z) over Lα,κn , because
L˜α,κn (z) remains effectively determined by the superposition (2.13), which asserts that
L˜α,κn (z) < Lα,κn , as we have shown before. In particular, according to Definition 2.5,
Lemma 2.4, and Lemma 2.5, we have pn = ω (Lα,κn ), hence, the distribution of sieved
positions virtually does not change in the neighbourhood of the positions where zLn and
zRn are inserted (except for the insertions themselves) and we can correctly assume that
the residues zLn and z
R
n are continuously inserted into a static pattern prepared in advance
as a result of the mentioned superposition. As a consequence, the average speed of the
expansion does not grow systematically faster than up to 2Lα,κn per step in the n-th step
of the asymptotic behaviour. Therefore, we get that
(
#Sα,κ,r∗n (z)
)
cannot grow regularly
faster than the sequence
β∗n = 2
n∑
i=1
Lα,κi = 2
n∑
i=1
(Dα,κi )−1 , n ∈ Z+,
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Z
ζ ∈ R
f˜n(ζ)
1
Cα,κn
zzLn+1 z
L
n+2 z
R
n+1 z
R
n+2s
L
n s
R
nb
L
n b
R
n
q
bLn, s
L
n−1
y
Sα,κ,r∗n (z)
q
sRn+1, b
R
n
y
pn+1
pn+2
Sn+1
Sn+2
i ⇐⇒ Pα,κ,r∗n (i) = 0, i ⇐⇒ Pα,κ,r∗n (i) = 1
d˜1(ζ)
d˜2(ζ)
2 < k
d˜k(ζ)
d˜k+1(ζ)
k + 1 < n− 1˜
dn−1(ζ)
d˜n(ζ)
zLn z
R
n
f˜n(ζ) =
n∑
i=1
d˜i(ζ)
Figure 4. The model of an expanding total sieve and its surrounding
hence, it oscillates infinitely many times around βn, such that βn ≤ β∗n. According to (2.8),
Dα,κn+1 < Dα,κn for each n ∈ Z+, and we have
(2.14) β∗n = 2
n∑
i=1
(Dα,κi )−1 ≤
2n
Dα,κn = γn, n ∈ Z
+.
Applying (2.8) in (2.14), we obtain (2.12). 
Proposition 2.1. For the sequence (γn) used in the formula (2.12) of Lemma 2.6, we
have γn = o(n
2).
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Proof. According to the given proof of Lemma 2.6 and according to (2.8), γn = 2n/Dα,κn .
From Lemma 2.5, we obtain γn = 2n o(n) = o(n
2). 
3. Admissible patterns in prime numbers
Definition 3.1. An admissible k-tuple T = (a1, a2, . . . , ak) is a collection of integers
a1 < a2 < . . . < ak, such that
⋃k
i=1[ai]p 6= Z for each p ∈ P.
Definition 3.2. Let P : Z 7→ {0, 1}. We will say that a k-tuple T = (a1, a2, . . . , ak)
matches the pattern P at a position m ∈ Z if P(m+ ai) = 1 for each i ∈ J1, kK.
Definition 3.3. Let T = (a1, a2, . . . , ak) be an admissible k-tuple. Let d ∈ Z+ \ {1}, such
that pd > ak − a1. Let m ∈ Z+, m < pd−1#, be a position at which T matches Pd−1. Let
g ∈ Z+. A function †PT,k,d,mg : Z 7→ {0, 1}, such that
(3.1) †PT,k,d,mg (z) =

0 if
(∃ (u, v) ∈ J1, kK× Jd, d+g−1K)
m+ au + (z − 1)pd−1# ≡ 0 (mod pv),
1 otherwise,
will be called a tuple-primorial sieving pattern.
Lemma 3.1. If z ∈ Z and †PT,k,d,mg (z) = 1, then the k-tuple T matches the Eratosthenes
sieving pattern Pd+g−1 at the position m+ (z − 1)pd−1#.
Proof. By Definition 3.3, T matches Pd−1 at the position m. By Definition 2.6, Lemma 2.1,
and according to the formula (2.7), we obtain that Pd−1 is a periodic function with the
fundamental period Td−1 = pd−1#. Hence, T matches Pd−1 at each position m+ ipd−1#,
i ∈ Z. Consequently, T matches Pd+g−1 at the position m + (z − 1)pd−1#, z ∈ Z, if and
only if m + au + (z − 1)pd−1# 6≡ 0 (mod pv) for each (u, v) ∈ J1, kK × Jd, d+g−1K. The
latter condition asserts that no element of the k-tuple T matching Pd−1 at the position
m + (z − 1)pd−1# is sieved out by any pv ∈ P for v ∈ Jd, d+g−1K. According to the
formula (3.1) of Definition 3.3, this condition is satisfied if †PT,k,d,mg (z) = 1. 
Lemma 3.2. For each tuple-primorial sieving pattern †PT,k,d,mg , there exists an (α, κ)–
regular sieving pattern Pd,k,rkg , such that †PT,k,d,mg = Pd,k,rkg .
Proof. Choose arbitrarily a tuple-primorial sieving pattern †PT,k,d,mg related to a k-tuple
T = (a1, a2, . . . , ak). Notice that, according to Definition 3.3,
†PT,k,d,mg is the characteristic
function of the set Z \ †MT,k,d,mg such that, from (3.1), we have
(3.2) †MT,k,d,mg =
d+g−1⋃
v=d
k⋃
u=1
({
(xpv −m− au) /pd−1# + 1, x ∈ Z
} ∩ Z).
It is obvious that (pv, pd−1#) = 1 for any v ∈ V = Jd, d + g − 1K, therefore, the
formula (3.2) can be simplified to
(3.3) †MT,k,d,mg =
d+g−1⋃
v=d
k⋃
u=1
{
xpv + ru,v, x ∈ Z
}
=
d+g−1⋃
v=d
k⋃
u=1
[ru,v]pv ,
where ru,v ∈ Z is a function of pv, au, m, and pd−1, which has the property such that
for any u1, u2 ∈ J1, kK, v ∈ V , if u1 6= u2, then ru1,v 6≡ ru2,v (mod pv). Indeed, assuming
ru1,v ≡ ru2,v (mod pv), we obtain, by comparison of (3.2) and (3.3), that au1 ≡ au2
(mod pv), and consequently u1 = u2, because |au1 − au2 | ≤ ak − a1 < pd ≤ pv, according
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to Definition 3.3. Therefore, the set †MT,k,d,mg is a union of pairwise distinct residue
classes which can be considered as the first kg elements of a sequence ([ri]pi) such that (ri)
conforms the definition of residue sieving sequence (Definition 2.1) and (pi) conforms the
definition of (α, κ)–regular prime sieving sequence (Definitions 2.1 and 2.5) under α = d
and κ = k. As a result, we have †MT,k,d,mg =Md,k,rkg and, according to Definition 2.2 and
Remark 2.2, †PT,k,d,mg = Pd,k,rkg . 
Main Theorem. Every admissible k-tuple matches infinitely many positions in the se-
quence of prime numbers.
Proof. Choose any admissible k-tuple T and suppose that it matches only finitely many
positions in the sequence of primes. Consider a tuple-primorial sieving pattern †PT,k,d,mn
with arbitrary values of d and m, satisfying Definition 3.3. Let z ∈ Z. According to
Lemma 3.1, †PT,k,d,mn (z) = 1 implies that T matches the Eratosthenes sieving pattern
Pd+n−1 at the positionm+(z−1)pd−1#. By Lemma 2.3, if z ∈
q
2, p2n+1−1
y
and Pn(z) = 1,
then z ∈ P. Therefore, if T matches primes only finitely many times, there exists z∗ ∈ Z+,
such that †PT,k,d,mn (z) = 0 for each position z ∈ Zd,mn =
q
z∗, (p2d+n −m)/pd−1#
y
. From
Lemma 3.2, we have that there exist a residue sieving sequence r and related (α, κ)–regular
sieving pattern Pd,k,rkn , such that Pd,k,rkn = †PT,k,d,mn , hence, the pattern Pd,k,rkn includes an
expanding total sieve Sd,k,rkn (z˜) for some z˜ ∈ Z, such that Zd,mn ⊆ Sd,k,rkn (z˜). It implies the
following asymptotic relations
(3.4) #Zd,mn  p2d+n ∼ p2n  #Sd,k,rkn (z˜) under n→∞.
From Lemma 2.6 and Proposition 2.1, we obtain that there exists a strictly increasing
infinite sequence (νn), where νn ∈ Z+, such that #Sd,k,rkνn (z˜) = o(ν2n) under n → ∞.
Applying Lemma 2.4, we get #Sd,k,rkνn (z˜) = o(p2νn), which is in contradiction with (3.4). 
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